SAMPLE

Lesson 20

Prejudice, Partiality, and
Discrimination
MAIN IDEAS:

>>Prejudice is sinfully prejudging people based on wrong and prideful distinctions.
>>Partiality is sinfully treating people with favor based on wrong and unfair distinctions.
>>Discrimination is sinfully treating people with disapproval based on wrong and unfair
distinctions.
>>We guard against prejudice, partiality, and discrimination by being humble and teachable and
by only using biblical distinctions when making judgments about people.
SCRIPTURE:

1.
2.
3.
4.

1 Samuel 16:7
John 1:46
James 2:1-4, 8-9
1 Timothy 4:12

5.
6.
7.
8.

Isaiah 53:2
Genesis 1:27
Romans 3:22-23
Ephesians 2:8-9

9. John 7:24
10. Luke 6:43-45
11. 1 Peter 2:23

CURRICULUM RE SOURCE S:

>> PowerPoint Slides® for Lesson 20
>> Skit for Leaders (2 copies per class)
>> Parent Memo for Lesson 20 (one per student)

>> "Help the Children Love the Different People" article
(one per student)

OTH ER VISUALS:

>> Bible

VISUALS FOR SMALL GROUP LEADERS:

>> Exotic fruits (two or three)
>> Knife

>> Plate
>> Napkins

P R E PA R AT I O N F O R T E A C H E R S A N D S M A L L G R O U P L E A D E R S :

Prepare the skit (or a similar one) for the illustration showing prejudice or discrimination.
P R E PA R AT I O N F O R S M A L L G R O U P L E A D E R S :

Bring to class two or three exotic, or less familiar, edible fruits/vegetables (e.g., pomegranate or eggplant), along
with a knife, plate, and napkins. (Note: Be sure to ask your students if any are allergic to these fruits/vegetables
before allowing them to taste them.)
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(DISPLAY LESSON 20.)

Small Group Discussion (5-6 minutes)
(DISPLAY DISCUSSION.)

EXOTIC FRUITS,
KNIFE, PLATE, AND
NAPKINS

The following exercise in meant to help the students see that we all prejudge unfamiliar things,
to one extent or another, based on outward appearances or the opinion of others:
Show the students the fruits/vegetables you
have brought to class. Before cutting into any
of the fruits or vegetables, have the students
predict what they might taste like. Then encourage them to taste a sample of each. Are
any students hesitant to do this? Why? If any
refuse to try one of the food items, why are

they doing this? Are they prejudging the fruits/
vegetables based on any outward characteristics? Are they prejudging the foods based on
what others have told them? Is this right to do?
Can they think of a type of food that they were
hesitant to try at one time, but now they really
like?
Why do we tend to decide whether something
will taste good or bad before we even try it? Why
do you think we all tend to prejudge things?

Large Group Lesson
Point out that the opening activity was meant to introduce a very important topic:
PREJUDICE.

(DISPLAY PREJUDICE.)
From what you know about this topic, and from our opening activity, how would you define what is meant by “prejudice”? (Allow the students to respond, and then direct them
to write the following definitions in the journal where indicated.)
 1. Preconceived judgment or opinion;
 2. An adverse opinion or leaning formed without just grounds or before having sufficient
knowledge;
 3. An irrational attitude of hostility directed against an individual, a group, a race, or
their supposed characteristics.1
According to this definition, is prejudice limited to making preconceived judgments
about food? What is the scope of prejudice—what may it also include? Why is the third
definition so important? What is the main target of prejudice that is mentioned here?
[People]
Can you give me any examples of how the third definition has been, or is being demonstrated, in our culture or world? [e.g., history of slavery in Europe and the Americas,
1. Definition for “prejudice” from the Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary. 2010. Merriam-Webster Online. <http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/prejudice> *accessed
June 24, 2010).
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U.S. segregation laws and treatment of Native Americans; Hitler's murder of Jews in the
Holocaust, etc.]

(DISPLAY RACISM.)

 A preconceived judgment or opinion of someone based on his race
 An adverse opinion formed without just grounds, based on a person's race
 An irrational attitude of hostility directed against a person, because of his race

(DISPLAY HISTORY.)
 African slavery and segregation of African Americans in the United States
 The murder of Jews in the Holocaust during World War II
 The slaughter of the Tutsi people by the Hutu people in the Rwandan genocide
 The slaughter of Chinese civilians by the Japanese military in World War II

(DISPLAY GLOBAL.)
 The global slaughter of helpless unborn infants through abortion
 The sale of women and children through human trafficking around the globe
The beginning activity of the fruit/vegetable was only meant to serve to introduce a
much more important type of prejudice that we see in our world—the prejudice that
occurs among people. It is a huge topic because of its worldwide and historical scope.
And we have seen the tragic consequences of prejudice taken to its extreme in examples, such as slavery, segregation, and the Holocaust. But as horrible as racism has
been, and still is, it would be wrong to simply think of prejudice in terms of racism—
because race isn't the only factor used in prejudging people. The Bible points to other
kinds of prejudice as well. Instruct the class to return to their small groups and do the
following activity:

(DISPLAY PREJUDGING.)
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Small Group Activity (5-7 minutes)
Have the students look up and quickly read each of the verses listed in the journal for
the Identifying Prejudice Activity. Each verse displays a type of prejudice—prejudging
someone based on a certain type of standard. The students should identify each, and
write it under the “Prejudging Someone Based On…” heading. The possible correct
answers are written within the brackets.
1 Samuel 16:7—But the Lord said to Samuel, “Do not look on his appearance or on
the height of his stature, because I have rejected him. For the Lord sees not as man
sees: man looks on the outward appearance, but the Lord looks on the heart.”
[outward appearance, stature]
John 1:46—Nathanael said to him, “Can anything good come out of Nazareth?”
[where someone lives or is from]
James 2:2-4— For if a man wearing a gold ring and fine clothing comes into your assembly, and a poor man in shabby clothing also comes in, 3and if you pay attention to
the one who wears the fine clothing and say, “You sit here in a good place,” while you
say to the poor man, “You stand over there,” or, “Sit down at my feet,” 4have you not
then made distinctions among yourselves and become judges with evil thoughts?
[wealth, class, or income]
1 Timothy 4:12—Let no one despise you for your youth, but set the believers an example in speech, in conduct, in love, in faith, in purity.
[youth, age]
Isaiah 53:2—For he grew up before him like a young plant, and like a root out of dry
ground; he had no form or majesty that we should look at him, and no beauty that we
should desire him.
[beauty, good looks]
Did any of the above examples come as a surprise to you? Can you think of any other
biblical examples? Can you give a contemporary example of one of the above? Do you
honestly think anyone could say: “I am never prejudiced”? Why or why not? Why do you
think that we are so quick to prejudge people based on these kinds of things?
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Large Group Lesson
The biblical examples presented in the activity demonstrate the scope of prejudice—it
is not limited to prejudging people of a different race. We also prejudge people based
on where they are from, what they look like, their accent, how much money they have,
their age, popularity, intelligence, etc. Prejudice is a heart attitude that can present
itself in a multitude of different ways in our actions. Sometimes our prejudices show
themselves in passivity—what we don’t do, or who we choose not to hang out with. For
example, when sitting in the cafeteria for lunch, would you choose to sit by people of a
different race, or would you gravitate automatically toward those who look similar to you?
Or, if you have to choose between visiting elderly people in a nursing home, or going to
an event where lots of young people are present, which would you choose? Would you
choose to ignore a new kid at school who was from a more rural area, but seek to be
friends with a “cool” new kid who lives in a trendy part of the city?
And that prejudice often is demonstrated by actions that show partiality and/or discrimination.
What is partiality? What is discrimination?
Explain that one way of defining each may be as follows:

(DISPLAY PARTIALITY AND DISCRIMINATION.)
 Partiality is showing favoritism toward someone based on a preconceived opinion.
 Discrimination is treating someone unfavorably based on a preconceived opinion.
The example given in the book of James demonstrates both of these. Have the students
turn to James 2:1-4, 8-9, and also to the related questions in the journal. Then read:
James 2:1-4—My brothers, show no partiality as you hold the faith in our Lord Jesus
Christ, the Lord of glory. 2For if a man wearing a gold ring and fine clothing comes into
your assembly, and a poor man in shabby clothing also comes in, 3and if you pay attention to the one who wears the fine clothing and say, “You sit here in a good place,”
while you say to the poor man, “You stand over there,” or, “Sit down at my feet,”
4
have you not then made distinctions among yourselves and become judges with evil
thoughts?
Who is being shown favoritism in this example? [the rich man] Do these verses describe
the true character of this rich man? [no] So no one knows whether he is a righteous and
good man, or if he gained his riches by stealing or unfair business practices. Yet, he is
given special treatment.
Who is being discriminated against? [the poor man] Why is he being treated unfavorably? [Because he appears poor and is dressed shabbily] Do we know the true characYour Word is Truth © 2010, 2015 Jill Nelson. Illustrations Truth78.
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ter of this man? Do we know if he is poor because he is a good man and has chosen to
give his money away to those in greater need? Yet, he is basically ignored and is treated
less favorably.
According to verse 4, what is behind making these distinctions? [evil thoughts]
So what does God think of this kind of prejudice, expressed as either partiality or discrimination? Read:
James 2:8-9—If you really fulfill the royal law according to the Scripture, “You shall
love your neighbor as yourself,” you are doing well. 9But if you show partiality, you are
committing sin and are convicted by the law as transgressors.
God views this kind of prejudice, partiality, and discrimination as sin. It is not in keeping
with God's command to love your neighbor as yourself. It is judging people by the wrong
standards. It is not seeing and judging people as God does. We are not to prejudge
people based on these kinds of distinctions and then treat people either favorably or
unfavorably based on them.
For example, how would the following scene be an example of showing prejudice or
discrimination?
Illustration:
Quickly use this skit or a similar one you have prepared ahead of time with another
leader.
SKIT FOR LEADERS

Leader #1: Let’s ask the youth in our class tonight if they want to help with the allchurch workday on Saturday. Some of these strong young guys could help with the
repairs that need to be done, and some of the girls have a pretty artistic eye and could
help us paint.
Leader #2: Nah…I wouldn’t spend time asking teenagers if they could help us. Kids
today are so lazy and irresponsible! They would just get in the way. Teenagers are
never interested in serving other people. All they do is sit around and text each other
on their phones all day. They would be a burden, not a help.
Leader #1: Well, I don’t think it’s fair to say that all teenagers are lazy. Some adults are
lazy, too! I think some of the students would really enjoy helping. Plus, they may have
some fresh, new ideas for painting and illustrating the children’s wing. If we give the
students enough work to do, I bet most of them would rise to the challenge.
Leader #2: Well, you can think that if you want to, but I know better! If I end up serving alongside a bunch of teens…well, I’ll just find another area to help. I don’t want to
hang out with them and get stuck doing all the work myself!
How did you feel when hearing [Leader #2] express his thoughts? Could there be some
truth in what he said? It’s true that some youth may be lazy or irresponsible. But is that
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always true? Could he have any way of knowing for sure whether the youth would work
hard? How did his prejudgment become discriminatory? [He decided ahead of time that
he would refuse to work with the teens.] How could [Leader #2] have expressed an attitude of loving the youth (his neighbor) as himself? [assuming the best rather than the
worst, emphasizing their strengths rather than their possible weaknesses, etc.]
Point out that our culture, at times, rightly sees and understands that this kind of thinking and behavior is wrong. However, often people only see and identify certain types of
prejudice as being wrong, and ignore the worldwide scope of prejudice. But we need to
have a much larger view of prejudice.
For example, maybe you have come to recognize and understand that it is wrong to
prejudge someone based on the color of his skin—and that is very good. Our culture
has increasingly come to recognize this and take steps to discourage racism. (You might
want to give a few brief examples of this: laws that prohibit race-based discrimination,
greater integration in schools and neighborhoods, churches addressing the issue, etc.)
Use the following type of example or use one that is more relevant to your specific group
of students:
But do you still prejudge people based on the way they look or dress? If all the kids at
school are wearing a certain style of clothing, and a new kid shows up wearing something “old-fashioned” and out-of-date, do you develop an unfavorable opinion about
him based on that? Will you be less likely to try and get to know him based on the fact
that he doesn't appear to fit in with the rest of the students?
We need to have a much larger and deeper view of prejudice, partiality, and discrimination. We need to see these from a biblical perspective, not just man's perspective.

(DISPLAY BIBLICAL.)
Prejudice, partiality, and discrimination is…
 Making wrong distinctions about people.
 Treating people favorably or unfavorably because of those wrong distinctions.
 A sin against others.
 A sin against God.
One of the ways that we can guard against prejudice, partiality, and discrimination is to
use a right measure when making judgments about people. What measure? The Bible—God's measure. Explain that there are at least six biblical truths that should guide
our thinking about others.

(DISPLAY BIBLICAL 1.)
Your Word is Truth © 2010, 2015 Jill Nelson. Illustrations Truth78.
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(Display the slides one at a time and make the following brief comments, directing the
students to complete the statements in the journal.)
1. All people, regardless of any outward or inward qualities, are God's image bearers, and deserve to be viewed as such.
Genesis 1:27—

 So God created man in his own image, in the image of God he created him; male and
female he created them.
This is important. For example, one of the reasons for justifying slavery in the early
history of the United States was the belief that people with darker skin were less than
human and could therefore be perpetually enslaved. And Nazi Germany regarded Jewish people to be an inferior and undesirable race. But the Bible makes very clear that
people of all races, ethnic groups, physical and mental abilities, etc. are equally created
in the image and likeness of God, and should be regarded as such.

(DISPLAY BIBLICAL 2.)
2. All people, from all races, cultures, ages, classes, etc., are sinners, and fall short
of reflecting God's glory as we should.
Romans 3:22b-23—

 ...For there is no distinction:

23

for all have sinned and fall short of the glory of God…

All of us are prone to be prejudiced and show partiality or discriminate. No race, culture,
class, or other group has a “corner” on prejudice. We are all guilty of doing it at one time
or another, to a greater or lesser extent.

(DISPLAY BIBLICAL 3.)
3. Everyone who is saved has been saved by grace alone, and not by any good
qualities or distinctions that we may appear to have.
Ephesians 2:8-9—

 For by grace you have been saved through faith. And this is not your own doing; it is
the gift of God, not a result of works, so that no one may boast.
If you are truly saved, it is nothing to brag about or use as a means of judging someone
as being inferior to yourself. Your salvation is by grace alone, and forgiveness for your
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own prejudice is not owing to anything you have done. Therefore, you have no right to
use your faith to count yourself as better than someone else, or to hold a grudge against
someone who has discriminated against you. And when you look at an unsaved person,
you should long for them to be saved by God's grace, too.

(DISPLAY BIBLICAL 4.)
4. God commands people to make distinctions based on His standards, not our
own.
John 7:24—

 Do not judge by appearances, but judge with right judgment.
We will recognize distinctions in people and make judgments regarding them. For example, we are to choose our friends carefully—this requires making judgments about them.
However, we must not use the world's standards or our own preferences as our main
guide. We must use right distinctions as found in God's Word. In the case of friends, we
are to judge them based on whether or not they have a godly influence in our lives, and
not based on their popularity, looks, or athletic ability. 2 We cannot impose our perceptions of a group on any individual within a group. For example, you meet five students
from another school and they aren’t very friendly, so you tell your friends that students
from [school X] aren’t very friendly.

(DISPLAY BIBLICAL 5.)
5. God's people need to judge individuals on their true “fruit”—their words and actions—and not on any preconceived opinions.
Luke 6:43-45—

 For no good tree bears bad fruit, nor again does a bad tree bear good fruit, 44for each
tree is known by its own fruit. For figs are not gathered from thornbushes, nor are
grapes picked from a bramble bush. 45The good person out of the good treasure of his
heart produces good, and the evil person out of his evil treasure produces evil, for out
of the abundance of the heart his mouth speaks.
If I were to use these guidelines, can I form a right opinion about someone simply by
looking at what he is wearing or who he is talking to in the school hallway? No.

2. In making judgments, it is helpful to note that God alone judges someone with total accuracy, because He alone can discern the true intentions of a person’s heart. Also, He
alone judges with the authority to condemn. However, we are called to use discernment about people according to God’s Word, and to be fair, and charitable wherever possible in
our judgments. It is best to get to know someone before attempting to discern his character.
Your Word is Truth © 2010, 2015 Jill Nelson. Illustrations Truth78.
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(DISPLAY BIBLICAL 6.)
6. When people prejudge us or discriminate against us, we are to have the attitude
of Jesus.
1 Peter 2:23—

 When he was reviled, he did not revile in return; when he suffered, he did not threaten, but continued entrusting himself to him who judges justly.
How would you have responded if you had overheard the earlier conversation in our
skit? Would you have responded defensively, trying to prove yourself and point out the
error of the other person? Or would you have trusted that God would judge both your
heart and the heart of the other person with justice, and bring the truth of the situation
to light?
If I use these guidelines, can I make statements like: “Boys are smarter than girls.” or
“Soccer players are better than football players.” or “Old people are a bore.” or “Poor
people deserve to be poor.”?
But in using these guidelines, could I rightly say the following: “Adolf Hitler was an evil
man.”? What is the difference between making this judgment and making judgments
like “Boys are smarter than girls.”?
Recall that we began our class time with an activity with fruit/vegetables. Although it
may have seemed somewhat silly, it was meant to help us see how prone we all are to
having preconceived opinions before we really try something. And we can have similar
attitudes in relation to how we view and treat people. We often prejudge people based
on wrong distinctions, and then treat them either with partiality or discriminate against
them based on those wrong distinctions. History is filled with examples of the great
harm that this has done to millions of people. But God wants His people to walk and live
in His truth.
We are all prone to prejudice, and we all have also been at the receiving end of prejudice. Some of us have experienced it to a much greater degree than others. We all know
what it feels like to be wrongly judged, and none of us like to be treated that way. But
the answer to prejudice, partiality, and discrimination is not more of the same in return.
Rather God calls us to grow in living out the command: “love your neighbor as yourself.”
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Small Group Application
The following examples are possible discussions for the small group application time. Select the
topics that are most applicable to your group. (See Introduction for more information.)

• Truth Statement: Prejudice is sinfully prejudging people based on wrong and prideful
distinctions. Partiality is sinfully treating people with favor based on wrong and unfair
distinctions. Discrimination is sinfully treating people with disapproval based on wrong
and unfair distinctions.
Think About It: Review the definitions of prejudice, partiality, and discrimination given
in the lesson. Did you begin the lesson feeling that these topics were an important issue
in relation to other people, but not to you personally? Were you surprised that prejudice
and discrimination are not limited to racism? Were you surprised that partiality was included along with discrimination? What evidence do we see in our culture and throughout the world that prejudice is more than racism and is a common human problem?
[e.g., in China girls are often aborted, because boys are judged to be more desirable;
in India there is a class of people called “untouchables” who are discriminated against;
many people with physical and mental disabilities are judged to be less valuable and
“useful” in society; elderly people are often treated with impatience and disrespect,
etc.]
Examine Your Heart: If you were to be totally honest with yourself, are there some
groups of people you tend to prejudge in your mind? What do you think prompts you to
think of others in this way? Why is it so tempting to prejudge others? Which is harder:
to get to know someone, or to assume that you couldn’t really be friends? Explain why.
Does this tendency grieve you?
Live it: Pray together that God would help you to approach others without negative assumptions about what they are like. Pray that God would help you discern the character
of others with fairness and kindness. Pray that God would give you an open, humble,
and teachable spirit when getting to know someone new. Pray that you would be able to
love your neighbor as yourself.
• Truth Statement: Partiality is sinfully treating people with favor based on wrong and
unfair distinctions. Discrimination is sinfully treating people with disapproval based on
wrong and unfair distinctions.
Think About It: Review James 2:1-4, 8-9.
Examine Your Heart: Ask the students to think of a specific way in which they have
been prejudged and discriminated against. (You may want to give a personal example.)
How did it feel? How did they respond? Was their response similar to Christ’s response
in 1 Peter 2:23? Have they ever been shown partiality similar to the partiality shown to
the rich man in James 2? Why might we crave that kind of partiality? How does partiality
point to human pride and wanting to feel superior to others? Just as in James, did that
Your Word is Truth © 2010, 2015 Jill Nelson. Illustrations Truth78.
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kind of partiality come at the expense of someone being discriminated against? How
could you rightly handle that type of situation? How could you love your neighbor as
yourself?
Live It: Can you think of a situation in your own life in which you prejudged someone
based on wrong distinctions that were not biblical? Are there any steps you should take
to reconcile with that person?
• Truth Statement: Prejudice is sinfully prejudging people based on wrong and prideful
distinctions. Partiality is sinfully treating people with favor based on wrong and unfair
distinctions. Discrimination is sinfully treating people with disapproval based on wrong
and unfair distinctions.
Think About It: Talk about the ways in which our society rightly sees and addresses
prejudice, partiality, and discrimination. However, apart from God's truth and people being transformed by the Gospel, can these issues be completely solved? Why not? How
do we see society wrongly trying to solve these issues? Can you tell about a situation in
which the answer to discrimination was to discriminate in reverse? Have you ever done
this? How does this measure up to James 2:8?
Examine Your Heart: Why is it tempting to answer discrimination with discrimination?
(See Romans 12:14-21; Philippians 2:1-7; and 1 Peter 3:8-12.) Why is it difficult to respond in these ways? What hinders us? How can Jesus serve as our example? How does
the Gospel empower us to respond in these ways? In the end, whose approval is most
important, God or man's?
Live It: If you find yourself being discriminated against this week, how do you hope to
respond? Pray with your small group that God will help you to respond in a way that
honors Him.
• Truth Statement: Jesus atoned for the sin of those who prejudged Him, and discriminated against Him.
Think About It: Point out that as terrible and unjust as prejudice is, none of us has been
as wrongly prejudged or discriminated against as Jesus. Recall Isaiah 53:2. Also Read
verse 3. Point out that these words refer to Jesus. In what other ways was Jesus wrongly
judged? In what ways was He wrongly treated? How did He respond?
Examine Your Heart: When you are prejudged and/or discriminated against is your first
response personal indignation and a feeling of “How dare somebody treat me like this!
I don't deserve this!”? Or, do you have the mind and attitude of Jesus as expressed in
Philippians 2:1-8? Why is this difficult for us? Why do we crave the approval of men?
Why do we tend to be self-centered and not look to the interests of others?
Live It: This week, how could you count someone as more significant than yourself? Do
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you have any “enemies” that you could show love to in a manner similar to Jesus? How
could you do this?
• Truth Statement: We guard against prejudice, partiality, and discrimination by being
humble and teachable and by only using biblical distinctions when making judgments
about people.
Think About It: How do we often show a certain amount of prejudice in everyday life?
Are there times when we need to make generalizations that are, in some ways, a form of
prejudice? For example, parents might tell their young children: “Don't talk to strangers.”
In a way, this is prejudging strangers—saying that all strangers could be dangerous.
However, why is this both helpful and even necessary? But could a stranger be offended by this? Point out that we need to be people who do not take offense easily and
always assume wrong motives and intentions when we feel prejudged. (You may want to
give the students a relevant example of this.)
Examine Your Heart: Do you find yourself responding with over sensitivity sometimes
when you aren’t automatically included in a group, or when someone “seems” to exclude you or misjudge you by their actions? Think of a situation when you have felt
excluded, but you had no evidence that this oversight was intentional. Were there other
possible factors that could have accounted for this seeming exclusion or misjudgment?
(For example, a classmate may only have been allowed to invite a certain number of
people over to his house for a party or gathering, and so he just had to choose some
people over others.) Do you think you are generally the type of person who is quick to be
offended when you are overlooked by others?
Live It: Are there any situations you anticipate this week that you could handle with
grace or humility rather than taking offense? How could you assume the best of others
when you are in doubt about what they think of you? Are there any verses that could
help you with this? What are they?
• Truth Statement: Prejudice, partiality, and discrimination give evidence that we are sinners in need of a Savior.
Think About It: Ask the students if they know anything about the life of John Newton
who wrote the hymn Amazing Grace. Before and shortly after his conversion he was
involved in slave trading, contributing to the misery of thousands of people who were
unjustly treated. How did he find forgiveness for such terrible deeds? Do these truths
only apply to the “worst” racist? Do each of us need to see ourselves as he did? Why?
What is this meant to point us to? The truth of the Gospel!
Examine Your Heart: Do you consider racism of the kind described above as a worse
sin than, say, pride, lying, or cheating? Do you see the sins you struggle with the most
as being equally as bad as some of the worst racism mentioned in this lesson? If God
defines sin as “falling short of the glory of God,” does He have a sliding scale for judgYour Word is Truth © 2010, 2015 Jill Nelson. Illustrations Truth78.
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ing sin? (See Romans 3:23 and Romans 6:23.) Why is it tempting to see our own sin as
less offensive than the sin of others? Remember, the standard of judging all sin is God
and His perfections, not one another! In light of this, how does Christ’s sacrifice demonstrate the love of God? Are you thankful for Christ’s sacrifice for sin? (See Romans 5:8.
The words of the hymn Amazing Grace might also be appropriate.)
Live It: Pray with your small group, thanking God for the gift of the Gospel and for His
grace toward sinners. When you are tempted to think of your sin as “no big deal” this
week, consider the suffering of Christ for sin.
Encourage students to apply one thing from the discussion to their lives this week.
Try to follow up with them next week.

Send Home
Parent Memo for Lesson 20
"Help the Children Love the Different People" article
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Why do we tend to decide
whether something will taste
good or not before we even try
it?

Discussion

SAMPLE

3. An irrational attitude of hostility directed
against an individual, a group, a race, or their
supposed characteristics.

2. An adverse opinion or leaning formed without
just grounds or before having sufficient
knowledge;

1. Preconceived judgment or opinion;

Dictionary Definition:

PREJUDICE

SAMPLE

3. An irrational attitude of hostility directed
against a person, because of his race.

2. An adverse opinion formed without just
grounds, based on a person’s race.

1. A preconceived judgment or opinion of
someone based on his race.

AN EXAMPLE OF PREJUDICE: RACISM

SAMPLE

• The slaughter of Chinese civilians
by the Japanese military in World
War II

• The slaughter of the Tutsi people
by the Hutu people in the Rwandan
genocide

• The murder of Jews in the
Holocaust during World War II

• Slavery and segregation of African
Americans in the United States

EXAMPLE IN HISTORY

SAMPLE

• The sale of women and children through human
trafficking around the globe

• The global slaughter of helpless unborn infants
through abortion

EXAMPLE OF GLOBAL PREJUDICE
AGAINST THE DEFENSELESS

SAMPLE

PREJUDGING BASED ON. . .
SAMPLE

PARTIALITY is showing favoritism toward
someone based on a preconceived opinion.

DISCRIMINATION is treating someone
unfavorably based on a preconceived
opinion.

•

•

PARTIALITY AND DISCRIMINATION

SAMPLE

Making wrong distinctions about people.

Treating people favorably or unfavorably
because of those wrong distinctions.

A sin against others.

A sin against God.

•

•

•

•

Prejudice, partiality, and discrimination is. . .

BIBLICAL VIEW

SAMPLE

So God created man in his own image, in the
image of God he created him; male and
female he created them.

GENESIS 1:27—

1. All people, regardless of any outward or
inward qualities, are God’s image bearers
and deserve to be viewed as such.

6 BIBLICAL TRUTHS

SAMPLE

For there is no distinction: for all have sinned
and fall short of the glory of God.

ROMANS 3:22b-23—

2. All people, from all races, cultures, ages,
classes, etc., are sinners, and fall short of
reflecting God’s glory as we should.

6 BIBLICAL TRUTHS

SAMPLE

For by grace you have been saved through
faith. And this is not your own doing; it is the
gift of God, not a result of works, so that no
one may boast.

EPHESIANS 2:8-9—

3. Everyone who is saved has been saved by
grace alone, and not by any good qualities or
distinctions that we may appear to have.

6 BIBLICAL TRUTHS

SAMPLE

Do not judge by appearances, but judge with
right judgment.

JOHN 7:24—

4. God commands people to make distinctions
based on His standards, not our own.

6 BIBLICAL TRUTHS

SAMPLE

For no good tree bears bad fruit, nor again does a bad tree
bear good fruit, for each tree is known by its own fruit. For
figs are not gathered from thornbushes, nor are grapes
picked from a bramble bush. The good person out of the
good treasure of his heart produces good, and the evil
person out of his evil treasure produces evil, for out of the
abundance of the heart his mouth speaks.

Luke 6:43-45—

5. God’s people need to judge individuals on
their true “fruit”—their words and actions—
and not on any preconceived opinions.

6 BIBLICAL TRUTHS

SAMPLE

When he was reviled, he did not revile in
return; when he suffered, he did not threaten,
but continued entrusting himself to him who
judges justly.

1 PETER 2:23—

6. When people prejudge us or discriminate
against us, we are to have the attitude of
Jesus.

6 BIBLICAL TRUTHS

SAMPLE

SAMPLE
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